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About This Game

Stardust VR is an action game inspired by the classic Space Invaders arcade.

You can play in solo, co-op, or versus modes with a friend in this competitive shoot-em-up.

The game is set on a beautiful floating island where you prepare to shoot and dodge furiously as you blast enemies into space
dust!

Stardust VR features two main gameplay modes where you can either play solo or co-op with your friend against waves of
enemies in a bid to climb the world leaderboard. Or you can play versus mode where both players spawn enemy waves against

each other!

Key Features

 Binaural 3d sound!

 Physics gameplay based mechanic gives the game unique AI behaviour.

 Defend against, and spawn your own, waves of creatures to defeat your opponent.

 Tactical elements where you decide when to gather resources in your bid to defeat the enemy!

 Interactive visual based on the BG Soundtrack!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yk9Xq8xN4Hc&feature=youtu.be&t=935

Support Vive,Oculus and WMR.
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Title: Stardust VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
LastnOni
Publisher:
Frozen Dreams
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2019

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win 7 sp1 x64 , Win 10 x64

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2500K or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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This is an awesome take on the "inside an arcade wave shooter" genre, nice graphics, plays well, the 360\/spatial audio is very
good as well.

If you like space pirate trainer you will probably like this one as well, similar gun & shield game play where you must protect
your whole body from enemy fire, very good, I like both a lot.

I like just a little more, spacecats with lasers & xortex, they're much the same as this & space pirates, but the key difference
being your controller is a ship & it is only that you need to protect from enemy fire, rather than your whole body.. This is an
awesome take on the "inside an arcade wave shooter" genre, nice graphics, plays well, the 360\/spatial audio is very good as
well.

If you like space pirate trainer you will probably like this one as well, similar gun & shield game play where you must protect
your whole body from enemy fire, very good, I like both a lot.

I like just a little more, spacecats with lasers & xortex, they're much the same as this & space pirates, but the key difference
being your controller is a ship & it is only that you need to protect from enemy fire, rather than your whole body.. This is an
awesome take on the "inside an arcade wave shooter" genre, nice graphics, plays well, the 360\/spatial audio is very good as
well.

If you like space pirate trainer you will probably like this one as well, similar gun & shield game play where you must protect
your whole body from enemy fire, very good, I like both a lot.

I like just a little more, spacecats with lasers & xortex, they're much the same as this & space pirates, but the key difference
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